Chancellor's pay ranks second in system

Pay increase of 58% needed to compete says Thoyre

By Gregory Vandenberg

Although students hear that the UW-System cupboard is empty, administrators' slice of the budget pie has grown dramatically over the last 10 years.

"The UW-System did a study in 1986 and 1991 and persuaded the legislature and Governor that our salaries were not competitive," said Acting Chancellor Howard Thoyre.

"After seeing the study, the Legislature and Governor agreed that we weren't competitive and gave catch-up salary increases along with regular increases," said Thoyre.

According to a recent Associated Press review, the total of salaries for the UW-System president, five vice presidents and 15 chancellors totaled $1.5 million in 1985.

That number soared to $2.3 million by the 1994-5 fiscal year, a 58 percent increase. Inflation in the midwest over the last decade was just below 39 percent, said Thoyre.

Thoyre's salary as acting chancellor ranks him second among the 11 UW comprehensive campuses. His salary this year will be $111,000, just $2,500 less than UW-Eau Claire Chancellor Larry Schank.

All chancellors throughout the system will receive salaries over $102,000 this year.

Chancellors are also given $1,286 a month in housing allowances, or could live free in a university-owned home, according to Thoyre. "An extraordinary salary adjustment had to be made. So we've improved."

Despite the need to deallocate or reallocate $800,000 over the next biennium, Thoyre does not believe that administration salaries take up much of the budget.

We are already a very lean system," said Thoyre. "The administration cost for the UW System is 19.3 percent of the budget."

"Since we recruit faculty and administration nationally, the salaries must be competitive."

According to Thoyre, UW System still ranks below various "peer groups" in faculty salary averages.

"A study in 1986 and 1991 agreed on a collection of campuses with similar academic progress, size and structure (peer groups)," said Thoyre. "We looked at Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, and Iowa because those are institutions we compete with for filling positions."

UWS has moved up in salary expenditures among the 11 comprehensive campuses in the UW-System.

"We were 9th or 10th in salaries for professors, assistant professors, and associate professors," said Thoyre. "An extraordinary salary adjustment had to be made. Our salaries are now at 5th or 6th so we've improved."

Dewane's legacy lives on through memorial

Dewane, 21, passed away Oct. 28 in his hometown of Sheboygan, Wis. His death is said to be alcohol related.

BACCHUS hopes that a positive can be taken from this tragedy.

"Our philosophy is to promote responsible drinking. When alcohol consumption is a concern on many campuses across the nation."

After the recent death of UWSP student Paul Shannon Dewane, the UWSP BACCHUS organization (Boost Alcohol Concerning Health of University Students) plans to set up a memorial in his name to remind students of the dangers of alcohol.

"Paul was a great student on campus. He was always willing to help out," said Ray Oswald, Student Government Association President.

"He was always willing to help out."

"Paul was a great student on campus.
He was always willing to help out."

Ray Oswald, SGA President

Dewane's legacy lives on through memorial

"Paul was a great student on campus. He was always willing to help out."

Ray Oswald, SGA President

BACCHUS' educational committee works with other organizations on campus, including the alcohol and drug abuse office in Deuel hall, to organize programs on all alcohol related topics including relationships, academics, and your body.

The seventeen member BACCHUS organization has existed on the UWSP campus for five years.

The UWSP chapter is one of 744 BACCHUS chapters nationwide.

"I've gone through it all in my head so many times now and each time it makes less sense," said one of Paul's friends. "Is it Paul's fault for not allowing us to help him or is it our fault for not helping him enough?"

According to Rentmeester, students who would like to pledge a donation in Paul's name can take contributions to the Campus Activities office in the lower level of the UC, BACCHUS account, or send to: 1015 Reserve St., Campus Activities/Student Involvement office, UWSP.
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Students travel to Providence

Members from Student Video Operations (SVO) and 90FM will be representing UWSP at the National Association of College Broadcasters (NACB) conference in Providence, Rhode Island on November 15-19.

The NACB conference is a chance for college student broadcasters around the nation to gather and learn about the latest technologies from the seasoned professionals with the opportunity for students to use the new technology hands on.

The conference educates students to what is available in their respective fields by providing 100 different seminars in the 4 day conference.

NACB caps off the conference with the 5th Annual National Student Radio & TV Programming Awards, which honor the best student productions in the nation.

"It gives students from across the United States and Europe a chance to meet and exchange ideas with one another," said SVO General Manager Melissa Dier.

SVO and 90FM members will travel to Providence through funds provided by the members as well as support from Student Government Association (SGA).

IN THE NEWS

---

A U.S. military headquarters in Saudi Arabia was bombed last Monday when a van carrying explosives ripped the east wing of the building off. The blast killed two U.S. Army sergeants and three Army civilians. Roughly 60 Americans and Saudis were injured at the 11:30 a.m. explosion. FBI explosive specialists have been sent in to aid the Saudis in their investigation. The U.S.-leased building was the headquarters for a $5.6 billion program to train the Saudi Arabian National Guard. Two terrorist groups have claimed responsibility for the bombing: the Islamic Change Movement and the Tigers of the Gulf.

Israel has continued assassinated Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin’s vision of peace by turning over to Palestine the West Bank city of Jesus on Monday. The withdrawal of Israeli helicopters, warplanes, and troops ends a 28 year occupation of the Palestinian national. "Without a doubt this day crowns the work of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, who lost his life working for peace," said Palestinian Police Chief Nasr Yousef.

Two 23-year-old Chinese women set a world record Monday by living 12 days in a room with 888 snakes. The record was witnessed by members of the Guinness Book of World Records.

---

The U.S. Federal government was forced to shut down after Democrats and Republicans could not agree on a budget plan. The shutdown occurred because the legal limit for debt allowed to the Federal government has reached its maximum. President Clinton vetoed a last minute bill that would extend the limit of deficit spending. Without a resolution, over 800,000 Federal workers are expected to be sent home from their jobs by the end of the week. All agencies that are considered "non-essential" will be closed due to lack of appropriations. Those services affected include tourist attractions, food stamps, environment regulation and enforcement, and the National parks. The U.S. Postal Service, Coast Guard, Amtrak, Social Security, and Federal highways will remain open, but staffs may be cut.

---

An advocates for Highway and Safety study found that 37 of the 50 U.S. states will raise their speed limits to 70 miles per hour if a multi-billion dollar highway funding bill is passed by Congress. Wisconsin was one state that is thought to move their speed limit up to 70 mph. Montana has said they will not have a speed limit if the bill is passed.

---

An agreement has been reached by a committee of six lawmakers to allow the borrowing of $40 million to avoid increasing a tax on gasoline. The money is needed to pay for a portion of the $2.9 billion 1995-7 transportation budget. The agreement will be sent to the Legislature for approval, but cannot be reformed by either the Senate or the Assembly.

An motorist shot himself to death after he was pulled over for a minor traffic violation late Monday night. Robert A. Wilson, 27, may have been trying to conceal the .380 semiautomatic pistol when it discharged into his chest.

An Oak Creek High School girl participating in a swimming meet was ticketed last Saturday for marijuana possession. The 17-year-old is facing expulsion from the Oak Creek-Franklin School Board.

---

The Stevens Point Area Public School District Board members postponed a decision Monday on whether to hold a March referendum on the community’s position on the city having one high school or two.

In related news, the School Board members agreed to send a team to the National Association for Year-Round Education conference in Orlando, Fla. The year-round school option is one possible solution to overcrowding in the district, but many are concerned that a community with a strong agricultural community, such as Stevens Point, will be disrupted. The school year currently works with agricultural jobs allowing students time in summer to help.
How do you feel about the legalization of hemp?

Sean Goodwin, Junior
Social Studies Major

"I don’t understand why it isn’t legalized already. Commercial strains of hemp contain such low amounts of THC, it really doesn’t have an abuse potential. Hemp is such a versatile medium. Whole industries would be created to meet consumer demands for eco-friendly grown in the U.S.A. hemp products."

Jon Falchi, Junior
International Resource Management

"I think it is an interesting option and it should be developed for small scale farmers. Remember to support your local organic farmer!"

Loey Colebeck, Junior
Spanish/Art Major

"There are so many good reasons to legalize industrial hemp. I think if people learn the facts, they would realize that it would only benefit our economy and environment."

Professor Gerry Ring
Paper Science

"I think hemp should be legalized for industrial purposes, but hemp plants will not save our old-growth forests. They will replace our renewable papermaking forests. Farmers will also need to find a place to grow hemp."

---

Student exchange explored

A group of 14 students and three faculty members from Magdeburg, Germany, visited UWSP to explore exchange opportunities between the two institutions.

The group included six mathematics majors, eight history majors, and professors of mathematics, history and German as a second language.

They are observing classes, meeting students and touring facilities in the area. A trip to Madison also was on their itinerary.

Since a sister university compact was signed four years ago, 16 German students from Otto von Guericke Technical University of Magdeburg have studied at UWSP during the academic year, including five this semester. Many of the German visitors at UWSP have been computer science students. About 65 additional students have come for three weeks each August to hone their English skills, tour throughout the state, and experience Midwestern culture.

In exchange, several UWSP student groups have visited Magdeburg, including groups for the past six years on the semester study tour to Germany, and Dan Goulet, professor of mathematics and computing at UWSP, has twice taught at the German university.

Bob Bowen and Mark Koepske of international programs and Mark Seiler of foreign languages also have been instrumental in making German contacts, arranging and implementing the exchange programs.
Stop domestic violence
Story of abuse only one of many

By Stephanie Sprangers
Editor-in-Chief

Domestic abuse is a large problem growing across the U.S. Women are living in abusive relationships that sometimes end in death. One good example is Nicole Brown Simpson.

Zero Tolerance for Domestic Violence is the message we need to convey to these victims. This term was coined by a woman who is a survivor.

I know someone who was in an abusive relationship when she was 16 years old. She is now a Junior in college and she is still fighting the negative feelings and the terrible nightmares that come with the situation.

She was innocent and naive. He would hit her for just asking him an honest question about the relationship.

One night as she was screaming in pain as he hit her, his mother came to the door. When she pounded and asked what was going on and he told his mother to go away, and unfortunately she did. The pain and beatings did not and I do not think that his mother will ever be forgiven.

The guy was smart. He would never hit her in her face. Just her back, arm, chest, cheek and legs, so no one would notice.

She was involved in many athletics, so she was able to make excuses for the bruises.

Why? Why do women feel that they should make excuses for these bruises, broken arms and broken cheekbones? Why are we so scared to put a stop to this constant violation?

One night the two were fighting and he wanted to leave. Feeling like an invincible 16-year old, she stood in front of the door. In his fit of rage he pulled out a knife.

He said to her, "if you don't move, I'll stab you." She answered, "yeah, right." Then she felt him lean into her, it was like she was waiting to die.

He pulled back and laughed at her, threw her down and said, "see how stupid you are, it was the other end of the knife." With that he left her on the floor in tears.

Domestic abuse is a problem this country is facing. This abuse is not just happening with married couples. It happens to high school and college students and even in older couples.

If you are currently in an abusive relationship, get help now, it will change your life forever. If you do not get help, it will change your life forever, do something for yourself and get out of the situation. Who knows you may save a life.

By Gregory Vandenberg
News Editor

Anyone who reads my columns knows that I’ve been an advocate for downsizing the government for the last year. But this was not the way to do it!

I didn’t mean that they should just close down various Federal offices, stop taking new applicants for WICs or Social Security benefits, or send home office staff in Congress.

But that is precisely what our government did last Monday due to a spending limit that stopped the government’s ability to spend money past midnight.

Most people know that I have never liked or agreed with Bill Clinton, but for once I actually applaud him for his action, or should I say lack of action.

Although I think politicians are a bunch of bumbling fools, I must say Clinton showed he actually has a spine when he vetoed a bill to extend the government’s ability to spend.

He sent a message to Congress that this blank check form of government cannot be continued.

We as a nation have to learn to live within our means and that this nation needs to be run like a business.

This nation can simply not afford to continue to spend more than it takes in through revenue. I’ve seen numbers lately that found that for every $1.00 the government takes in, they spend $1.46. This is not good business. It’s not good business.

But the American public should not be complaining, because a recent study I read found that for every $1.00 the average American earns, they spend $1.26.

So you see, we as consumers are not much better than our government that we complain about.

So, since the American public must adhere to certain rules when it comes to spending money, I was glad to see Clinton force the government to follow those rules. The main one being, if you don’t have money to run and operate, you shut down.

What I am anxious to see is if the government will be penalized for their lack of money to pay the bills.

For example, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) will cease payments to various businesses. Since they have no money, they cannot pay bills to real estate managers, maintenance services or security and repair firms.

But do you think they’ll be put on the "bad credit list" because they failed to pay their bills on time? No way!

What is ironic is that the government recently stopped and installed new federal rules and tighter credit restrictions on all consumers.

Congress stated that Americans simply had too much credit available, and that too many of us were not making credit card payments, loan payments, etc.

If that’s not the pot calling the kettle black, then I don’t know what is.

Our government, which just shutdown because it can’t manage its money and balance a budget, is trying to tell the American people how to be more responsible with their money?

What a joke!

Come on, it is time to face up to the fact that most Americans have been living way above their means. It is time to pay the piper and start living on what we earn. Just hope Capitol Hill and the White House can use their "keep business sense" to join together and balance the budget.

CHECK OUT POINTER HOCKEY!
CATCH ALL THE ACTION EXCLUSIVELY ON
LIVE COVERAGE PRESENTED BY ADAM "THE BAD SEED" GOODNATURE AND ANDY CHITKO!
DON’T SPEND YOUR WINTER IN THE PENALTY BOX!
FACE OFF WITH POINTER HOCKEY ON 90FM

COMIC BY TODD MILLER
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LIKE WHITE SPACE...

WE STIMULATE YOUR SENSES.
Centertainment productions

you see NBC!
'Must See TV' Night
The Encore
150" Screen, In Stereo!
Then, Nov 16, 7pm sharp
FREE FOOD! NO COVER!

new age!
The Winter Solstice Concerts
Featuring Windham Hill artists
Nightshine, Patsy Loden
& Michael Manning
Then, Nov 16, 7:30pm
ENTRY THEATRE

movie exclusive!
KIDS
"Two Thumbs Up!" - Sid & Stu
UNDER 18 MUST BE WITH ADULT

nooner!
UWSP JAZZ MUSICIANS
at the Spotlight Series!
Friday, Nov 17, Noon
FREMONT TERRACE / WOODEN SPOON

superbowl!
Table Top Football
Win trip for 2 to Superbowl XXIX!
Sun Nov 19, 11am
TEAM SIGN - UP$ @ CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

oil change this!
The Auto Maintenance Mini Course
Clear up your myths for winter!
Tuesday, Nov 21 & 29, 7pm
SIGN - UP @ CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

... WE STIMULATE YOUR SENSES. 
Centertainment productions

Start Invigorating your Senses! Touch your phone and dial 348-3000! Listen for more information on these and other Centertainment productions!
Natural resources students looking to gain a minor in captive wildlife management will not be able to find it—anywhere.

Due to budget constraints across the board in the university system, this is only one of many programs to fall under the axe.

“People in higher places don’t think its a worth while minor,” said Bronnyn Bulgrin, one of the last students who will obtain the captive wildlife management minor. “I want to work in a rehab center — nobody else has the minor,” said Laura Nelson, another student.

Professor Jim Hardin, advisor for the minor, confirmed that UWSP is the only college which has a program in captive wildlife management. “We were sorry to lose it,” he said.

Nelson pointed out that now the minor is being made unavailable, students have crowded into the classes.

“There’s no field trips now because there’s too many students in the classes, because this is the last time it’s offered,” she said.

Even with such a great demand for the program, it had to be cut due to the retirement of faculty and the lack of funds to replace them.

“We’re offering the two core courses this semester and next semester for those who have already declared the minor,” said Hardin.

Hardin explained that two other courses necessary to the minor were also lost because of the retirement of professors and the lack of funds to replace them.

“I would like to have had the (captive wildlife management) minor, but they’re not offering it anymore,” complained another student.

**Captive wildlife minor gets the axe**

By Nicole Kallio

**CONTRIBUTOR**
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**Closure helps wolves**

All of northern Wisconsin above Highway 29 is closed to coyote hunting during the regular gun deer season, muzzleloader deer season and extended deer season.

The closure is designed to prevent the accidental killing of timber wolves that easily can be mistaken for coyotes.

Timber wolves are dispersing into areas below Highway 29. Although the coyote hunting season is open south of Highway 29 during the gun deer hunts, timber wolves in the south half of the state are protected.

The accidental shooting of a timber wolf anywhere will cost the shooter no less than $1,100 and as high as $4,000 in fines or penalties.

The penalty for the deliberate killing of a timber wolf anywhere in the state can be as high as $10,000.

Though the possibility of seeing a timber wolf in southern Wisconsin is very remote, hunters should be mindful that wolves are expanding in their range.

Two wolf territories have been found in eastern Jackson County and parts of Juneau and Wood Counties.

Southwestern Clark, eastern Eau Claire and northeastern Monroe counties also contain probable timber wolf range.

Dispersing timber wolves can travel great distances. One Wisconsin timber wolf was killed by a vehicle in Columbia County near Portage.

Another timber wolf, ear tagged as a pup in Lincoln County several years ago, dispersed northward through Minnesota only to be shot in Ontario above International Falls by a Canadian hunter.

When identifying a wolf, look for: tail not curled; broad, square; weight more than 50 pounds; length of 4.5 to 6 feet.

**It’s the morning of November 18, a man sits in his treestand somewhere in Lincoln County. His feet are numb.**

He pulls back the sleeve of his jacket to look at his watch — but it’s too dark, he can’t see it!

So he presses the Indiigo button, the watch reads: 4:30 a.m.

*Is this man crazy? Is he out of his mind? Is he mad?!*

“San no, no. He’s a deer hunter.

The following excerpts are one day in the life of this deer hunter; his triumphs, and his tragedies

**NOVEMBER 18**

3:00 a.m. Arrived at treestand. May have been a little early.

Feet went numb an hour later.

4:30 a.m. Checked watch.

6:17 a.m. A half hour before sunrise. Pulled out my 1995 Wisconsin Hunting Regulations booklet - can’t start hunting until 6:25 a.m.!!

6:25 a.m. Started hunting. Didn’t see anything.

7:01 a.m. Began to eat a granola bar. Right-hand glove accidentally fell off of treestand. Had to climb down to get it. Found out that numb feet don’t work well to talk.

7:15 a.m. Managed to get back into treestand. Shouldn’t have built it so far up.

9:32 a.m. Hear first gunshot, off to my left.

9:35 a.m. Eight-pointer steps into view 100 feet away. As I raise my gun, cellular phone rings. Knew I shouldn’t have brought it. It’s a buddy, he tells me he shot a six-pointer. I say, big deal, I’ve got an eight-pointer in my sights. I hang up and get ready to fire.

9:36 a.m. Eight-pointer disappears. I throw cellular phone down into the leaves. Shouldn’t have done that. Couldn’t find it. Wife’s going to kill me.

10:08 a.m. Movement catches my eye. It’s a doe. I don’t have a doe tag.

10:09 a.m. Fourteen does walk past my stand. First one must have been a scout.

11:51 a.m. Have now counted thirty-six does.

12:15 p.m. Climb down from stand to stretch out. Half way down, ten-point buck runs past my tree. Gun is slung across my back. I drop the last six feet to the ground and slip. Land on my back. Does not feel good.

12:45 p.m. Buddy walks up to me, asks me why I’m lying on my back, on top of my gun. I curse my family. He tells me our other buddy just shot a ten-pointer. It starts to rain.

1:30 p.m. Back in the stand. Am freezing to death. I get out the binoculars to have a look around. Notice a herd of very large bucks moving across a field toward me. Begin to get excited.

1:52 p.m. Herd of very large bucks a hundred yards and closing. Rain changes to snow.

1:55 p.m. Can’t decide which buck to shoot.

2:00 p.m. At fifty yards, set sights on fourteen-pointer and squeeze trigger. Nothing happens. Safety is on. I quickly push it off. Squeeze trigger again. Nothing happens. For got to load gun.

2:01 p.m. Gun is loaded. Safety is off. Herd of bucks disappears.

4:34 p.m. Deer hunting hours end. Fire gun into air just to make buddies think I shot at something. They bought it.
Gun deer season in the sights

Deer hunters will have excellent prospects when the 1995 Wisconsin gun deer season opens, with wildlife officials estimating the deer herd at approximately 1.5 million animals statewide.

The nine-day gun deer season opens one-half hour before sunrise on Saturday, Nov. 18. Hunters should check the 1995 Wisconsin Hunting Regulations for exact opening times for the areas in which they plan to hunt.

"The deer herd is in very good shape across the state," said Bill Mytton, deer and bear specialist for the Department of Natural Resources.

The winter of 1994-95 was among the mildest on record for Wisconsin, resulting in low overwinter deer mortality and excellent fawn production.

The two factors and conservative quotas for many units during the past few seasons produced a deer population increase, said Mytton.

With the increase in the deer herd size, the DNR also increased the number of Hunter's Choice and Bonus Antlerless Deer Permits available this year. These permits allow hunters to shoot antlerless deer — primarily does — in designated deer management units.

The DNR adjusts the harvest of antlerless deer annually to keep deer populations at or near legally established goals for each of 122 deer management units in the state.

Population goals are based on the land's carrying capacity and public tolerance for deer," said Mytton. "In some areas, crop damage and deer vehicle accidents rates are major considerations.

About 650,000 hunters are expected to participate in the gun deer season. Weather is always a major factor in hunter success, Mytton points out, making it difficult to predict harvest levels.

While wildlife managers believe with good conditions, gun hunters could harvest as many as 375,000 deer this year, Mytton says. The deer population was estimated at about 1.25 million going into the hunting season last year, and gun hunters harvested more than 300,000 deer.

"While the state's abundant deer herd should provide good hunting opportunities, the real goal for most hunters is that they have a safe and enjoyable hunt," said Mytton. "With so many people participating in the gun season, it is vital that hunters be sure of their target, and what lies behind their target."

The season framework for the fall of 1995 deer season will be the same as in past years, but hunters also participate in the archery or muzzleloader deer seasons have new opportunities to use antlerless permits.

Hunters now have the option of filling Hunter's Choice and Bonus Antlerless Deer Permits, during any of these hunting seasons. Hunters who hunt only during the 9-day gun season are not affected by these changes.
Controversial film to be shown at UWSP
KIDS released at UWSP to educate and create dialogue

By Amy Chagnon

Controversial film to be shown at UWSP

Vicki Rathbuck, Center­ertainment Productions Cinema Coordinator commented, "Center­ertainment and the University Film Society are cosponsoring KIDS in order to foster a dia­logue on the issues in the movie. A panel discussion dealing with these issues will begin around 8:45 p.m. after the Friday show­ing."

Rathbuck indicated some of the issues include blatant sexual activity, serious alcohol abuse and the use of drugs by young teens. Viewing the movie can initiate dialogue on the issues and consequences of this behavior.

The film is set in a 24 hour period during which the cast takes you on a trip you will not forget. The film presents a whirlwind of sexual activity. Telly, the main character of the movie, is sex with two young girls not knowing he is HIV­positive.

Rude comments and drunk/stoner parties. One of these epi­sodes results in a partygoer wake­ing up, gasping and asking "What Happened?" The phrase is a true summary of the movie. KIDS was first introduced at the famed Cannes Film Festival last year. It was originally rated NC­17 and since has been released as Not Rated.

"Because of the content of the film, we are requiring picture ID now. It is not recom­mended for those under 18, but, if they choose to go, they must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. There will be no excep­tions," said Rathbuck.

UWSP students and the pub­lic are encouraged to attend. The showings are Friday at 7:00 p.m. and also at midnight. Saturday showings include a matinee at 3:00 p.m. and evening showing at 7:00 p.m. Admission is $5 with UWSP student ID and $4 with­out.

"Aegis"

By Valentina Kaquatosh

Comic artists collaborate with The Pointer

After "Aegis" came "Dave Davis" by me, Valentina Kaquatosh. The first "Dave Davis" strip appeared on Octo­ber 13, 1994 and I used it to con­gratulate my friends of the 10% Society who made Homecoming King and Queen.

"Dave Davis" is about a guy who would be ordinary if it weren't for the fact that he's a witch.

Anxious to help contributors get their fair representation, Andy Berkvan, The Pointer's Computer Technician agreed to work with the cartoonists and edi­tors to provide a page everyone could enjoy.

But, after filling the page with "Aegis," "Dave Davis," "Wax Rhapsodic," "Custerole," and "Pat's Horoscope," there was one corner empty.

In early November '94 to May 1995, Sparky's "Kiwi" filled the void. "Kiwi" was a one panel Ziggy for the 90's college student. After graduating in 1994, BJ Hieres ceased creating "Wax Rhapsodic" and Todd Miller's "Department 88" took its place.

The Pointer's most recent comic art contribution is this semester's "Jackie's Fridge" (also by BJ Hieres) which is about one woman's struggle against her taking refrigeration.

The Comic Art Society has also run several one shot car­toons. 1, as Comic Editor and President of the Comic Art Soci­ety, hope you continue to appre­ciate and support the student comic art, both past and present, of The Pointer.

Thanks for your comments and criticism. My apologies to anyone I might have missed. Now I'm White-Out, folks. See you in the future.

Women's issues forum to feature a “Gender Feud”

Central Entertainment Productions' Social Issues presents a forum on women's issues on Nov. 27 through Nov. 30. The forum will begin each night at 7 p.m. in the Hall. Sign up for the mini-course for $3 with UWSP student ID and $4 without at the Campus Activitica window in the lower level of the U.C.

What's Happening

Volunteer

A.C.T. is sponsoring the unique alternative break again this year. Eight students will be allowed to participate in community service learning experiences in San Antonio, Texas during this year's Spring Break, March 16 through 24.

Students will be involved with cleaning and admitting home­less people into a night shelter, working at a food and clothing bank and helping with the Habitat for Humanity organization.

Applications are now available in the A.C.T. office in the lower level of the U.C. They are due on Nov. 27.

Television

Gather up your friends and neighbors because Centertain­ement Productions is sponsoring a Thursday Night TV Line-up Night. Watch "Friends," "Seinfeld" and "ER" on the 150" big screen. The laughter of "Friends" and the excitement of "ER" starts at 7:00 pm in the Encore. Get there early and bring bean bags, sleeping pillows, and pillows for a down home feeling. Beer will be on tap and free snacks will be available.

Event

Central Entertainment Productions Special Events presents World AIDS Week, from Nov. 27 through Dec. 1. On Tuesday at 7 p.m., Barnaby Creek and Donna Decker will be in The Encore. Barnaby Creek will entertain the audience with folk music. Donna Decker, from the English department, will read poetry. A candlelight vigil will also be held to honor the deaths and suffering of AIDS victims.

Throughout the week, Centertainment Productions will sell t-shirts, distribute ribbons and have booths in the University Center and Debit. All proceeds will go to the Pediatric AIDS Foundation Students willing to help with events, call Brooke at the Centertainment Productions.

Mini-Course

Wanna learn how to take care of your car? Central­ertainment Productions will sell auto maintenance mini-course is a two part series that starts Tuesday, Nov. 21 and ends the following Tuesday, Nov. 28. The course will be at 7 p.m. in the Maintenance and Materials Building on the North side of campus by Thomson Hall. Sign up for the mini-course for $3 with UWSP student ID and $4 without at the Campus Activitica window in the lower level of the U.C.

Women's issues forum to feature a “Gender Feud”

Central Entertainment Productions' Social Issues presents a forum on women's issues on Nov. 27 through Nov. 30. The forum will begin each night at 7 p.m. in the Hall. Sign up for the mini-course for $3 with UWSP student ID and $4 without at the Campus Activitica window in the lower level of the U.C.
Madison-based band to play the Mission

By Kate Roberts

Creature Custard will be featured at the Mission Coffee House on Saturday. No, this is not some sort of new dessert. Creature Custard is the name the band that will be opening up for the highly acclaimed local band, Fuzzdolly. Even though none of the members of Fuzzdolly have seen or heard Creature Custard’s show in person, they are really excited about having the band open for them.

“We chose Creature Custard because we heard that they give a really wild and crazy live show,” said Matt Gillis, who plays guitar and does vocals for Fuzzdolly.

The group had listened to Creature Custard’s demo tape and liked what they heard. The Madison-based band has been together for three years during which they have gained a sizable local following. Their first recording project was a self-released, six-song cassette entitled, “Waiting for Sandwiches”.

The group recently released a demo tape, “Grocery Store”, which includes three of their newest songs.

“If you don’t go beerk on the dance floor, their lyrics will have you rolling over in pure ecstasy, and lead singer James Brude’s bassy voice is Madison’s answer to James Earl Jones,” said a reviewer for The Badger Herald after seeing Creature Custard’s live show.

Next month the band is planning to get back in the studio. In some of their new songs they did not use any guitar. Creature Custard wants to concentrate on expanding their double bass sound.

“Creature Custard was lots of fun and offers just enough musical twists to hold your attention for 90 minutes... (their) songs are deliberately constructed...” wrote columnist, Tom Laskin.

On a side note, Gillis, of Fuzzdolly, said that this will be his band’s last performance of the year. Not only that but it will be bass player, Shannon Schober’s final performance as a Fuzzdolly band member. They will be holding auditions for a new bassist.

“We were planning on taking some time off anyway to work on a CD, but we will also need the time to get use to working with a new band member,” said Gillis.

Creature Custard will open for Fuzzdolly at 10 p.m. on Saturday at the Mission Coffee House’s Third Anniversary Bash. For more information on the event, call 342-1002.

Fine line dancing

Photo by Kris Wagner
Once again Wisconsin fans took advantage of the opportunity to prove they are the best sports fan in the nation. No, I’m not talking about the Packers beating the Bears for the second time this season giving fans the bragging rights for another year.

The event in which Wisconsinites displayed their knowledge and admiration of sports occurred in Milwaukee last week.

The Wisconsin Sports Authority boasted their bi-annual induction ceremony to the Wisconsin Sports Hall of Fame.

The evening honored five of the best athletes ever connected to Wisconsin. Bonnie Blair, Dan Jansen, Al McGuire, Oscar Robertson, and Robin Yount all received entrance to the Hall of Fame.

Governor Thompson also received recognition as the Wisconsin Sports Person of the Year as someone who has made Wisconsin a better place through sports. Although Governor Thompson may not please everyone with his political view point, he truly has brought and kept sports in Wisconsin.

I attended the event primarily to listen to Bob Costas and Robin Yount. But very quickly the focus of the event changed to the fans of this great sport. Not one athlete, presenter, or speaker focused on the individualism of the athlete. The evening transformed into a confirmation of Wisconsin’s loyalty, values, and sense of humor the fans bestowed upon their sports heroes.

Throughout the evening an underlying theme became known to the crowd. Wisconsin sports fans have always been identified across the nation as being a family. A family that has always been there for the athletes and teams. Even though Wisconsin teams have not won many championships, the fans have always supported the teams.

As in any family there have been both good times as well as bad. But Wisconsin has taken them well. The inductees attested to the support they have received from fans.

None was more emotionally than Dan Jansen’s father telling the trying stories of Dan’s career. Or the reminder of the loss the state suffered when Paul Mollitor left the Brewers. However, the crowd displayed no hard feelings toward Paul, as Governor Thompson formally welcomed Mollitor back to Milwaukee.

And of course there was laughter. Whether Costas talked about the Brats, McGuire talked about Marquette, or anyone mentioned Bob Uecker’s name, the crowd reminded themselves of the proud history and success of Wisconsin sports teams. After hearing all of the great athletes and broadcasters, remembering the great careers of the individuals was not important.

It was important to remember, “There are no fans like Wisconsin sports fans,” as Hank Aaron once said to the national press club.

Time after time, Wisconsinites have shared their uniqueness, whether simply celebrating a victory over rivals Chicago or Minnesota, cheering for Young’s 3000th hit, or seeing an old man who had not missed a home Packers game since 1951 cry in happiness after the 1995 playoff win.

Stevens Point sticks it to La Crosse

By Joe Trawitzki CONTRIBUTOR

The Pointer wrestling team has never been afraid to step on the mat against the best wrestlers in the nation. This season has started with Stevens Point already facing off and beating some of those wrestlers.

Last Saturday witnessed Point winning some tough matches against top schools such as UW-Madison, UW-Parkside, Wartburg, and Marquette at the Spiehl Anderson Open, held in Stevens Point.

"The Spiehl Anderson (Open Tournament) last Saturday is one of the toughest tournaments around. Sometimes it is harder for one of our wrestlers to win this tournament than it is to win the national tournament," coach Marty Loy said about Saturday’s meet.

UWSP placed seven wrestlers in the top four at the Gold Division.

Returning All-American Perry Miller (HW) led the way by being the only champion for the Pointers. Seniors Brian Stamper (134 lbs) and Kevin Knaus (158 lbs) each captured third. Chris Jones (134), Pat Knoch (150), Jamie Hildebrandt (167), Joe Rens (190), and Joe Trawitzki (HW) all took fourth place.

The Pointers also were successful in the Silver Division for freshmen wrestlers. Three freshmen made the finals. Eric Peterson (118), Travis Sonola (142), and Ryan Peterson (142) all made the finals.

The Pointers ended their first college tournament placing second.

* UWSP 21, La Crosse 15

On Tuesday, in a thrilling dual meet, the Pointers emerged from behind to win the final two matches capturing the meet over conference rival La Crosse. For the night, the Pointers won six of the ten matches.

"We had a simple game plan coming into tonight. We wanted to out-hustle them and beat their heads. We did just that without exception. We won matches purely because we were able to out-hustle our opponent. And to do that without much focus on team conditioning is simply amazing," coach Marty Loy commented.

Jason Malchow (118), Jere Daniel (142), Kevin Knaus, and Jamie Hildebrandt all won matches early in the meet to give UWSP a 12-9. La Crosse re-took the lead after the 177 lb match when two time All-American Brandon Pensekover won his match over Rob Cardew.

But the Pointers came back. Joe Rents tied the meet with a 8-1 win. Perry Miller then ended the meet with a first period pin to give the Pointers the 21-15 win in front of the Stevens Point fans.

The Pointers travel to defending national champions August College this weekend to participate in the Augie Open.

Bill Ott from 27 yards out. Fred Galecke’s kick attempt missed but Point led 9-7 heading into the half.

The Pointers put together a 74 yard drive midway through the third quarter that ended with a five yard touchdown run by Fitzgerald. Once again, the kick attempt failed and Point now led 15-7.

The score would stay at 15-7 until midway through the fourth quarter. Platteville intercepted a Fitzgerald pass at their three yard line and returned it to the 14. They drove the ball 70 yards on 15 plays before Point held them to a 33 yard Berens’ field goal. Berens’ kick cut the lead to 15-10.

Jody Damitz returned the ensuing kickoff 37 yards to the Platteville 44. The Pointers then covered the 44 yards in nine plays. UWSP scored on a 10 yard pass from Fitzgerald to Tom McKinney. Point’s attempt for two was successful on a punt to Fitzgerald to Craig Drummy.

The Pointer defense then shifted UWSP and forced them to punt. They received the ball at the Platteville 44 before driving 28 yards in six plays and settling for a 32 yard Galecke field goal with 1:15 remaining.

UWSP wasn’t done yet. On the following kickoff, Galecke kicked it to Scott Wedig at the UWSP 16. He returned it nine yards before being hit and fumbling at the 25. The Pointers’ Clay Birringmann scooped up the loose ball and ran 15 yards for the score. That made it 32-10 and sent the Pointers home victorious.

McKinney led the way for the Pointers rushing for 82 yards on 15 carries. Fitzgerald also had a good day passing. He connected on 13 of 23 passes for 167 yards and two touchdowns.

Defensively, UWSP was led by Craig Kriegwalt with 10 tackles.

The win boosted the Pointers final overall record to 8-2 and gave them sole possession of third place in the WSIC behind the only two teams to beat Point, La Crosse (10-0) and River Falls (9-1).
Pointers ready to battle for conference

Top five scorers from last year's team return to 1995-96 squad

With the majority of last year's nucleus still intact, the UWSP men's basketball team is gearing up to put in a strong 1995-96 campaign.

Coach Bob Parker, who watched his Pointer squad turn in a 12-13 overall record last year, isn't prepared to sit through another sub-.500 season. Though Parker knows that improving on last year's 7-9 record in the Wisconsin State Collegiate Conference will be no simple feat:

"(The WSUC) is going to be very competitive, top to bottom," pointed out Parker, who's in his ninth season with the Pointers. "I don't see anyone waltzing through this league."

Leading the charge for Parker is a group of talented players, most notably senior Brad Hintz and junior Mike Paynter.

Hintz, last year's leading point producer, is the 16-man roster's lone senior and should provide leadership on the court. Paynter looks to wreak havoc in the WSUC by hitting the scoreboard.

Junior Jim Danielson also poses a threat to opposing defenses. At 6'6", Danielson is one of the Pointers' top 3-point shooters and can play either small or power forward.

Sophomores Russ Austin, Dan Denniston, and Curt Richardt will also contribute to the Pointers' attack.

Austin is coming off a superb rookie year, in which he was named the conference's top freshman.

Denniston and Richardt also saw some quality minutes last year and will look to play key roles.

The biggest advantage for Stevens Point is its size. At 6'6", Danielson is often a dominating force and is the front runners for the job, but according to Parker, moving Paynter into the position is also an option.

* UWSP 84, Obras 66

Steve's Point took on a club team from Obras, Argentina this past Monday night and came out strong, building up an eleven point lead in the game's opening three minutes.

Dan Denniston collected 9 of his 11 points during the run by connecting on three 3-pointers.

But Obras stayed with Stevens Point in the second half, and the Pointers settled for a 84-66 win.

Brad Hintz poured in 22 points and chipped in 14 points, with Mike Paynter adding 11 points and 7 boards.

Stevens Point travels to Iowa this weekend to take part in the Teikyo Marycrest University Tournament.

Zak qualifies for Nationals

By Mike Kemmeter

The UWSP men's and women's cross country teams battled treacherous conditions at the NCAA Division III Midwest Regional in Oshkosh last Saturday, and both teams managed to take sixth place.

Wendi Zak was the big story once again for Point. Facing the snow covered Far Vu Golf Course, eight inches deep in places, and a -17 degree wind chill, the senior from Baileys Harbor finished fifth overall to secure an individual berth to the national meet.

The top four teams and first five non-attached individuals qualify for the NCAA Division III National Meet in West Salem, Wis., which will be hosted by UW-LaCrosse on Saturday.

"I think the course conditions hurt (Wendi) some in relation to the other runners. I know that she was a hurting unit when the race was over, her feet and hands were froze," said women's coach Lon Hill.

Chad Johnson led the men's team with a 25th place finish.

"I am disappointed for our guys, but I am sure not disappointed in our guys," commented men's coach Rick Witt. "I am disappointed that our team was unable to reach their goal of making it to the NCAA National Championships but I am very pleased with the effort that the team gave on Saturday."

Quote of the Week

"They're the same Cowboys we beat twice last year. We're in a different league. We're the big boys."

- San Francisco 49ers' defensive end Ricky Jackson commenting on the 49ers 38-20 stomping over the Dallas Cowboys last Sunday. Jackson had an interception in the game's opening quarter which helped set up a San Francisco touchdown.

Watch Our Outstanding Coverage...

...Of The Season's Biggest Styles.

15% OFF ALL GEAR ITEMS GETS YOU COVERED FOR THE SEASON!

HURRY- SALE ENDS DECEMBER 3.
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The Agony Column
by Mistress Tracey

DEAR ABBY GONE HORRIBLY WRONG

For those of you who may wonder where Pat "The Horoscope Guy" is this week, don't worry your underpants into a bundle. I have him safely locked away in my closet. If he can handle it, he should be back after Thanksgiving break. So far, his training is going well. Every time he misbehaves, I just bring in the clones and suddenly he's kissing my boots. When it pleases me, I allow him to wear interesting clothes and provide him with plenty of exercise. Plus, he makes a nice conversational piece when guests come to visit.

As for The Eclectic, they're out doing my dirty laundry and polishing my bronze paperboy. It's amazing how one crack of my whip inspires such teamwork. (Hmm... maybe I should hold Pat hostage more often?)

Dear Mistress Tracey:

I have this little problem that has turned into quite a sticky situation. I don't even know how to start telling you about it, but here goes. Before Halloween I was approached by this (I thought) harmless group of do gooders who pleaded and begged me to lend them use in their haunted house. Since Halloween is my favorite time of year, I agreed and let them use everything. My problem is that it is now quite a few weeks after Halloween and they haven't returned my stuff.

What should I do?

Left without any harm to myself. Tell them you're not satisfied with their work... (so, do gooders live.)

Your Biggest Admirer

Darling Admiree,

Never ever lend your "stuff" to others. Especially your most favorite things! But, since the worst has already occurred to you, you must take action immediately! Follow this simple, tried-and-true anarchist's recipe: Before doing any of the following, first threaten them with a letter where you clearly state something like "YOU HAVE MY STUFF. IF YOU DON'T GIVE IT ALL BACK, YOU WILL PAY!" Now proceed...

a) Find out where these supposed "do gooders" live.

b) Stalk them.

c) Harass them with phone calls and cryptic post-it notes.

d) Poison their food (or force them to have dinner at Debolt).

e) Have their loved ones tortured and their pets murdered.

Or, if all else fails, kill them. It's your job to keep them in agony. They are too pathetic to handle your equipment... (so, Biggest Admiree, how big are you really?)

Dear Agony,

My boyfriend likes women with bigger breasts and has suggested I get implants. Is this wise?

--Perfectly Perky

Darling Perky,

If your beau likes women with bigger breasts, what's he doing with you? It's obvious that he can't get what he really wants. Next time he asks you to go implant yourself, tell him you're not satisfied with his (insert your favorite body part here) size... and dump that dork!

Dearest Tracey,

It's that time again. Time for us girlfriends and wives of deer hunters to take a backseat while they go out slaughtering Bambi. Could you help us find something to do? We get sooo bored!

--Weekend Widow

Dear Agony,

Do not fret. This gives you the perfect opportunity to let your hair down. Don't wait around for your man while he's having fun. Go out and get yourself some fun. One of my favorite activities is to hire a male stripper and invite all my girl-friends over. We tease the hell out of that poor boob. Another activity you'd enjoy would be finally having the whole house to yourself. Curl up with a good book (Anne Rice's "Vampire Lestat" is my favorite) and make yourself a hot cup of cocoa spiked with amaretto. Or, if you're really, really bored, do some hunting of your own... go shopping with your man's credit card!

--Hey, Agony!

Why aren't there more women characters in the comics?

--SuperGRRL

Darling SuperGRRL,

There are more women portrayed in comics right now than there are women actually creating comics. The reason for this is that most cartoonists are men. Here in the Pointer's comics, we've got two women cartoonists and more women characters than any other college newspaper. Support us by giving us money!

--Happiness in Slavery, Mistress Tracey

Hey, Agony!

Why aren't there more women characters in the comics?

--SuperGRRL

Darling SuperGRRL,

There are more women portrayed in comics right now than there are women actually creating comics. The reason for this is that most cartoonists are men. Here in the Pointer's comics, we've got two women cartoonists and more women characters than any other college newspaper. Support us by giving us money!

--Happiness in Slavery, Mistress Tracey

My whole body aches for your letters! Send them to:

The Agony Column
The Pointer
attn: Comics Editor
or email me direct at: vkahy11@uwsp.edu

DAVE DAVIS
FOR THE POINTER BY VALENTINA AQJATI

AEGIS
FOR THE POINTER BY BECKY GRUTZIK

Have a Happy Turkey Break!
Pay hike  
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
System is around 6 percent and the average for a system like ours is 10 or 11 percent. UW-Madison and Milwaukee are not looked at in comparison because Madison is a research university with a doctoral program. Milwaukee also has a doctoral program and is categorized as an urban university.

Because today is mystery meat day.

Attention CNR Students  
Three Organizations Offer Scholarships

The Racine County Conservation League, Salmon Unlimited Wisconsin, Inc., and the Wisconsin Sportsman’s Association will award scholarships to students enrolled in the College of Natural Resources.

The Racine County Conservation League will award scholarship(s) to students with financial need from Racine County.

Salmon Unlimited Wisconsin, Inc. will award three to five scholarships to undergraduate and/or graduate students studying water resources, limnology and fisheries.

The Wisconsin Sportsman’s Association will award scholarships to students enrolled at the College of Natural Resources from Racine and Kenosha counties who have financial need.

Applications are available at Room 136 of the College of Natural Resources or The Pointer Office. You may also call 1-800-235-7510 for an application. Return completed applications to:

Ronald R. Mack
4234 Greenbriar Lane
Racine, WI 53403

IMPORTANT: Applications must be received by November 30, 1995 to be eligible.
HOUSING

Homes & Apartments
Accommodating 3-8 People
Delux fully furnished, energy efficient, very close to campus.
Call Joe or Bev: 344-2278

2 Bedroom Apartments
Less than 2 blocks from campus.
Located, 740 Vincent Ct.
Call: 341-7398

1996-1997
3 Bedroom Furnished Duplex
Free Parking + Garage
Unit 1: 3 Bedroom $675
6 persons/student per year.
Washer & dryer available.
Parking for 17.
Call: 715-258-8033
1-800-683-7028

6 Bedroom Duplexes
Groups from 3-9, very nice, clean.
Washing & Laundry facilities.
Call now for immediate openings also

For Rent
House on College Ave. For 4 people, next year.
Call Erzinger Real Estate at: 341-7906

ANCHOR APARTMENTS
Houses, Duplexes, Apartments.
Very close to campus, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 bedrooms, Professionally Managed, privately furnished, Parking & laundry facilities. Call now for 1996-97 School year & summer immediate openings also available.
Call: 341-4455

1996-1997
2 units 4 in one, 9 in the other.
1 block from campus. $1700
per student per year. Laundry.
Park & parking for 17.
Call: 715-258-8033

Housing for 96-97
Groups of 3-5, 6-8, Clean, well maintained. Parking available. Reasonable.
Call: 344-7487

Available Now!
Student Housing
Groups from 3-5, very nice, semi furnished, free parking, locally managed, filling up fast.
Please call now for 96-97 and summer openings.
341-6132 ext 211 or 341-9722

Student Housing 96-97
Houses / duplexes. Groups from 3-5, all single bedrooms. Laundry, free parking, energy efficient & well managed.
Call: 341-5757

1996-1997 Semesters
5 bedroom furnished 2 bath home
Call: 345-0153

VACATIONS

Spring Break!
Mazatlan from $399.
Airl/7 nights hotel / free nightly beer parties / discounts
Call: (800) 366-4786

WANTED!!!
Individuals, Student Organizations to Promote. SPRING BREAK EARLY BIRD MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL INTER-CLASS PROGRAMS.
http://www.tct.com
Call: 1-800-327-6012

SEVICES

RESEARCH INFORMATION

1996-1997
Can't Wait!
Springs Break '96
Cancun-South Padre Island
Early booking savings end Nov. 15, 1995
+ Early booking savings end Nov. 15, 1995
+ 1 block from campus. $1700
per student per year. Laundry.
+ Parking for 17.
Call: 715-258-8033
1-800-683-7028

FOR RENT
House on College Ave. For 4 people, next year.
Call Erzinger Real Estate at: 341-7906

EMPLOYMENT

ATTENTION:
The Pointer is looking for a
Computer Technician
Pagemaker experience is a plus.
Call Steph: 346-2249

Cheer Sum Jobs!
Earn $2000 + monthly.
Part-time / full-time.
World Travel. Carribbean, Hawaii.
All positions available. No experience.
Call: (520) 505-3123

HELP WANTED
Wanted a person to provide personal care and recreation to a gentleman with Cerebral Palsy one weekend per month and some Friday evenings. $6.25 per hour. No nurse's training needed. Will train. Leave message. I live by Village Apartments.
Call: 341-9429

DREAM WORKSHOPS:
New 17th - How You Interpret Your Dreams
New 29th - The Dream Connection
7:00 pm.
Stevenson Point Public Library
Sponsored by Eckankar.
Wisconsin Satsang Society
Call: 345-0660

PERSONALS

F.Y.L
Cornerstone Press will not be releasing a book this semester.
For further information, Call Dan Detich: 345-3658

WANTED!
Any information, comments, criticisms or complements about the UWSP/G.A. sponsored health insurance policy. Anonymous information is welcome. Please call Laura or Kris at SGA 4592, or send comments to SGA - CAO, box 72, Lower U.C.

Today she’s full of life.
Find out how we can help.

An affiliate of the Epley Foundation of America.

FREE TRIPS & CASH

Find out how hundreds of students are already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's #1 Spring Break company! Sell only 15 trips and travel free! Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK!

1-800-351-0222

3alia 999u:... (018) 900-281-0222

3 years ago, a 4 1/2 hour seizure brought Katey close to death.

BIRTHRIGHT PREGNANT?
And Need Help?
Free and Confidential.
Call 341-HELP
Big on hunger but low on cash? No problem. Call Domino's. Use our specials below. Then sit back and relax while we bring you your hot, fresh pizza. How's THAT for a good deal?

Big on hunger but low on cash? No problem. Call Domino's. Use our specials below. Then sit back and relax while we bring you your hot, fresh pizza. How's THAT for a good deal?

**Medium Pointer Combo**
- MEDIUM PIZZA 1 Topping +
- 1 Order Bread Sticks
  - $7.49
- Thin or Original crust only, Deep Dish extra
- Call 345-0901

**Domino's® Value Pizza**
- 30 Inches Long, 30 Spectacular Slices
  - 1 Topping
  - $9.98
  - $11.98
- Up To 3 Toppings
- Call 345-0901

**Small Pointer Combo**
- SMALL PIZZA 1 Topping +
- 1 Order Bread Sticks
  - $5.99
- Call 345-0901

**Large Pointer Combo**
- LARGE PIZZA 1 Topping +
- 1 Order Bread Sticks
  - $8.99
- Thin or Original crust only, Deep Dish extra
- Call 345-0901

**Late Night Special**
- 9 pm to Close
- 2 FREE Cokes with any small pizza order
- 3 FREE Cokes with any medium pizza order
- 4 FREE Cokes with any large pizza order
- Free Cokes not doubled with Doubles Pack
- Call 345-0901

**Large Doubles Pack**
- 2 LARGE 1 Topping Pizzas
  - $11.99
- Thin or Original crust only, Deep Dish extra
- Call 345-0901

**HOURS:**
- Sun. - Wed.: 11:00 a.m. - 1:30 a.m.
- Thurs.: 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
- Fri. & Sat.: 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m.